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For the Teacher
When students are encouraged to create stories, they become fascinated by the way the 
words bring shape to their imagination. Blackbird & Company’s Storymaker empowers 
students to discover the skills of writing naturally as they engage in the art of constructing 
ideas with words. Students who think imaginatively not only improve their ability to write, 
but also their ability to stretch their imaginations as they concoct new worlds with 
endless possibilities.

Why Creative Journaling?
There should never be a time when a student does not enjoy the process of writing. 
Creative journaling is not the time for teachers to tell students what to write, but rather  
to encourage writers to construct ideas utilizing skills learned and mastered so far.

Creative journaling enables students to practice making ideas and begin to gain  
writing fluency.

Get started
Over the course of 20 weeks, your student will engage in the art of story making. Each 
week students will choose a character in a situation, and a setting, from the Storymaker 
Deck to craft the story hook. From there, the sky’s the limit. Whether they are more 
interested in focusing on the situation or the motivation of their character, they’ll get 
plenty of creative ideas as they are supported in the work of constructing their stories.

Storymaker components you will need:
» Storymaker Student Journal 
» Storymaker Deck 
» Storymaker Object Tin 
» Pencil and Eraser

How to
Each week students will write and illustrate a story in several easy steps. For each step, 
students can use the Storymaker components, their own ideas, or a combination of both.

1. Choose a hook starter (pg. 15) 
2. Choose a character in a situation 
3. Choose a setting

Prompted by the Storymaker components or the student’s own imagination, a hook is 
then crafted. The hook is the sentence that gets the story started. It’s the small story 
embedded in the hook that makes us want to know the rest of the story.

From this sentence on, the student will imagine and craft an original story. Those are the 
only constraints. We have included a “5-Ws” checklist in the brainstorm section of the 
weekly journal to help students include pertinent information!—!who, what, where, when, 
why!—!as they write from the hook forward. This simple checklist reminds writers that they 
need to construct stories with the details that enable readers to understand their idea. 
After all, the purpose of words on a page is to give a good gift to a reader.
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Object
T

Examples:

Once your student has completed the story, you will read the entry. This is an exceptional 
way to assess student mastery of phonics, spelling, punctuation, and grammar. Use the 
opportunity to point out areas where they might improve next week. If the student is not 
using capitals at the beginning of sentences, end marks, or has consistent mis-spelling, 
give a gentle reminder. This is not the place to use a heavy-handed red pen. Use ongoing 
edit notes and give reminders before each week’s writing exercise: “Don’t forget your 
capitals and end marks,” or “Remember to keep everything either in the past or the 
present,” or “Let’s review these three spellings: when, people, surprise.” Then set your 
student happily on the writing journey.

Not every combination will work perfectly as is, the student may have to add words or 
change the tense of one or more item with the teacher’s help if needed. In example 2 
above, the article “an” and the verb “was” is added. The hook starters, objects, and cards 
are not meant to fit together as puzzle pieces, but, rather, are intended for inspiration of 
imagination. Making the pieces work grammatically is part of the constructive learning 
process and will become more and more natural as time goes on  .

+

+ +

=

=

+

+

Once there was...

Hook starter
T

Back then...

Hook starter
T

An astronaut 
on a horse

Character in a 
situation card

T

Story hook
T

Story hook
T

Setting card
T

In an art 
museum

Setting card
T

In a grocery 
store

“Once there was an astronaut on a horse in an art museum.”

“Back then an airplane was wandering alone in a grocery store.”

1.

2.
Coyote 

wandering 
alone

Character in a 
situation card

T

Be creative! Mix them up! Have fun!



 Hook Starter:

Character:

Situation:

Setting:

Story Hook:
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Story Date: 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  Who  What  Where  When  Why 

+

+

+

=

Week 1
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Title: 

~ THE END ~
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For the Teacher

Learning to write well requires tools, and those tools are best acquired through the act 
of discovery. One True Sentence is an opportunity for students to experience the wonder 
of writing and to simultaneously gain tools as they construct ideas. All instuctions are 
embedded in the lessons. Over the course of 25 weeks, students will construct more than 
200 sentences as they learn to utilize and appreciate grammar through engaging and 
delightful activities.

Sentences are the building blocks of writing. Each week, topics are introduced or 
reviewed through a controlled example that establishes a grammatical pattern. These 
examples will enable students to actively engage with sentence structure!—!grammatical 
patterns, syntax, capitalization, and punctuation. As they construct exceptional 
sentences, students discover the power of language.

Week 1 of the journey introduces the concept of the sentence—the quintessential unit 
of all real writing, a singular group of words that communicates a complete idea. During 
this introduction, students will explore the four types of sentences and participate in 
collaborative writing.

During Weeks 2 through 25, students will explore grammar and style as they craft 
silly and savvy sentences. In addition to further exploring the four types of sentences, 
students will be introduced to the role each of the eight parts of speech!— noun, verb, 
adjective, article, interjection, preposition, and pronoun!— play in bringing shape to  
the sentences we read and write everyday. Because parts of speech often do not exist  
as single words in the sentences we read (a subject or a verb is sometimes made up  
of several words), learning to construct grammar enables students to move quickly 
toward being able to communicate their ideas effortlessly.

Each week students will use words from their word deck and ideas of their own to 
construct different types of sentences. Students will quickly begin to write sentences 
that, not only, begin with a capital and end with a mark, but that are delightfully 
entertaining. Each lesson has examples to help you get your students writing. Student 
sentences may be silly in nature but syntactically savvy as they choose words from 
their deck of word cards or use their own imagination. Encourage their clever ideas! 
Remember, the goal here is not just to get students writing, but to encourage delight  
in writing well.
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Week 1: Sentence Types
All sentences communicate an idea through an object and an action. You will know 

where a sentence begins and where it ends by its initial capital letter and ending 
punctuation mark depending upon the type of idea being conveyed.

There are four types of sentences:

1. Statement      2. Question      3. Exclamation      4. Command

DAY 1

A statement is the most common type of sentence.  
The fancy name for a statement is: declarative sentence.

Examples

There are four books on the kitchen table. 
The books are sitting in a puddle of soup. 
My sister is rushing for a roll of paper towels.

Add 2 more statements telling what happens next.

1.

2.

DAY 2

A question is a sentence that asks something. 
The fancy name for a question is: interrogative sentence.

Examples

I wonder why there is an enormous hole in my backyard lawn? 
Was the hole there yesterday? 
Who dug that hole?

Add 2 more questions you want to ask about this mystery.

1.

2.

Z

Z

Sentence Types
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Week 1: Sentence Types
DAY 3

An exclamation is a sentence that expresses excitement. 
The fancy name for an exclamation is: exclamatory sentence.

Example

Hey! 
Stop thief! 
Drop the package now!

Add 2 more exclamations telling what happens next.

1.

2.

DAY 4

A command is a bossy sentence. 
The fancy name for a command is: imperative sentence.

Example

Bend over and touch your toes. 
Stand up and lift your arms. 
Squeeze your fists tight.

Add 2 more commands telling what happens next.

1.

2.

Z

Z
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For the Teacher

Learning to write well requires tools that are best acquired through the process of 
discovery. One True Sentence is an opportunity for students to discover the wonder  
of writing and to simultaneously gain tools as they construct ideas into sentences.  
All instructions are embedded in the weekly lessons. Over the course of twenty weeks, 
students will be introduced to and review literary devices, elements of style, mechanics, 
and grammar. Along the way, they will learn to appreciate and delight in the art of  
crafting sentences.

Each week, topics are introduced with an explanation and example. Students will learn 
from sentences crafted by authors of Caldecott Award winning books. As they explore 
the grammar and style of each model sentence, they will begin to recognize the elements 
that great writers use to construct savvy sentences. Ultimately, learning to construct a 
great sentence will enable students to move quickly toward effortless communication.
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Week 1: Imagery
Explanation:
Vivid and descriptive (or figurative) language that helps readers see pictures in their  
mind while reading is called imagery.

EXAMPLE:

A host, of golden daffodils; / Beside the lake, beneath the trees, / Fluttering and dancing 
in the breeze

(Wordsworth, Daffodils)

1. Read and copy sentence 1:

SENTENCE 1

Small flowers, white and blue, and violets with golden eyes and little waxy white-pink 
chuckleberry blossoms and one tickly smelling pear tree bloomed on the Island.

(Margaret Wise Brown, The Little Island)

2. Read Sentence 1 silently, then read it again, slowly, in a whispered tone. 

3. Read Sentence 2 and answer the following question.

SENTENCE 2

The clouds were painted in pastel hues by the departing sun.

» Which words or phrases create imagery?

4. Answer the following questions about Sentence 1:

» Based on this week’s lesson, how is Sentence 1 similar to Sentence 2?

» Where is this week’s literary device used in Sentence 1?

» Copy your favorite word or phrase from Sentence 1 that helps you imagine vividly.

» How does this word or phrase make Sentence 1 more interesting?

» Describe your surroundings with a sentence that uses strong imagery.

Imagery
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Week 1 practice: Now you try!
Craft five descriptive sentences using rich imagery.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.


